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himself the god Vishnu, and shall look upon tbd sculptor
as Vffvakarma (26). An implement, (such as chisel etc.),
which has been imbued with the spirit of Vishnu, shall be
given after its back and edge having been tasted. Now the
sculptor, who has put all his passions under curb and rein,
shall take the chisel in his hand, and cut out the stone into
a square block, a smaller one for;the purpose of making the
Pindika or Pedestal, which must be made a little less in
size. The said blocks shall be brought in a car to the
house of the sculptor, covered over with a piece of cloth,
and he shall make the image out of the same after having
worshipped it in due form (27—28).
CHAPTER XLIV.
JL HE god said :—Now I shall speak to you about Ihe
essential points of an image of VSsudeva and other gods
in detail. After having placed the aforementioned block of
stone, facing the north or the east, in the northern part of a
divine edifice, and after having worshipped the same with
offerings, the sculptor shall divide the block into nine parts,
along a line drawn through its centre (i-—2). The stone is to
be divided by lines each a finger apart, and such a division is
to be called a Svangul according to the surf a measurement
A part or division of the stone enclosing a space measeriag
two such fingers, is known by the name of Golafea or Kala-
natra (3). Divide one of the aforesaid nine divisions into
three parts, and make with one such the part of the body front
clow the calves or the insteps; and with such an ons both
tb? neck and knee joints respectively (4)* The. crown or
head-dress shall measure the length of a thumb and a middle

